This is an expository paper on the latest results in the theory of stochastic complexity and the associated MDL principle with special interest in modeling problems arising in machine learning. As an illustration we discuss the problem of designing MDL decision trees, which are meant to improve the earlier designs in two ways: First, by use of the sharper formula for the stochastic complexity at the nodes the earlier found tendency of getting too small trees appears to be overcome. Second, a dynamic programming-based pruning algorithm is described for finding the optimal trees, which generalizes an algorithm described in R. Nohre (Ph.D. thesis Linkoping University, 1994).
INTRODUCTION
By learning from data one generally means the process of gaining knowledge about or understanding of the mechanism that generates the data, the``go of it,'' as expressed by Maxwell. This can be done by use of``models,'' which serve as the language in which the constraints predicated to the data can be described. In a definite sense an ultimate model of data is the shortest program in a universal programming language that generates the data. The length of such a program defines the algorithmic complexity of the data, Solomonoff [18] , Kolmogorov [4] , Chaitin [1, 2] , also called the Kolmogorov complexity, although the notion was introduced by Solomonoff in a clear and unambiguous manner; see Li and Vita nyi [7] for a comprehensive discussion of the fascinating algorithmic theory of information and the pioneers. However, any hope of founding a theory of learning, or, more generally, inductive inference on the algorithmic notion of information or, synonymously, complexity, is shattered by the noncomputability of the Kolmogorov complexity. Neither do the ingenious further constructs of semicomputable universal semimeasures overcome the problem of formalizing inductive inference, which is inherently nonformalizable.
The idea of measuring the strength of constraints in terms of the code length with which data can be encoded by use of models, as suggested by Kolmogorov complexity, appeared to us as too good to be abandoned. In fact, we can avoid the noncomputability of Kolmogorov complexity either by restricting the permitted encoding operations or the model classes and weakening the requirement that the sought-for complexity is shortest for every string. Instead, we require it to be such that for practical purposes it cannot be beaten. How exactly the resulting notion of stochastic complexity, given a class of models, is to be defined has been a problem for which a satisfactory solution, in fact, in the form of a formula, has been found only recently, Rissanen [15] . The sense in which it is``practically'' unbeatable amounts to the following: If we imagine a long string being generated by any member in a uncountable class of models, each describing a random process, then both in the mean and almost surely the code length for the string with any code cannot be shorter than the stochastic complexity, except when the string is generated by models in a subset of measure zero. The subset in question depends on the code being used.
Although this leaves open the possibility that, by a wild guess of the data generating model one could construct a better code, the chance of success will be nil.
The yardstick provided by the stochastic complexity to judge different model classes with changes the way statistics can be done. Rather than trying to estimate the nonexisting`t rue'' data generating distribution, as the case is in traditional statistics with the unavoidable difficulties that can be overcome only by ad hoc means, the objective now is the sensible one of searching for better and better model classes. This is the MDL (minimum description length) principle or, equivalently, a global maximum likelihood principle, global in the sense that any two model classes can be compared, whether or not they have the same number of parameters. Moreover, since all the usual prediction error criteria, too, can be equivalently expressed as a code length such that a low accumulated prediction error corresponds to a short code length, we have a criterion for model selection with three meaningful data dependent interpretations. This differs drastically from virtually all the other criteria, which are estimates of expected idealized performance, the mean taken with respect to a nonexisting``true'' distribution and, hence, meaningless.
The formula for stochastic complexity given in Section 2 is valid only for model classes that satisfy certain smoothness conditions. Although these include many of the usual statistical models, the calculation of the shortest code length for complex model classes can be difficult. A reasonable way to tackle the problem is to break up a complex model class into simpler ones, which frequently amounts to partitioning of a large data space into equivalence classes, in each of which a family of models is selected such that the stochastic complexity can be calculated. The total code length, then, becomes the sum of the simpler ones with additional code length needed to describe the equivalence classes. We illustrate such a case with the important problem of designing MDL decision trees. In addition to generalizing an optimal pruning algorithm for a related data compression application in Nohre [8] , we apply the new sharper formula for the stochastic complexity at the nodes of the tree, which appears to overcome the tendency of the code length criterion to produce too small decision trees, as reported in Quinlan and Rivest [9] .
STOCHASTIC COMPLEXITY
We begin with a discussion of general models, which we then specialize to those in machine learning theory in Section 3.
Despite a great variety of ways data can be constrained, we make the sweeping statement that all models that can be fitted to data may be cast in the form of parametric probability measures P( y n | x n , %), or P(x n | %), or both, where x n =x 1 , ..., x n and y n = y 1 , ..., y n are sequences of the observed symbols taking values in sets of various kinds, and %=% 1 , % 2 , ..., % k is a finite list of parameters, ranging usually over the real numbers. Further, in order for such models to be of any use in predicting future observations we must require the following Kolmogorov's compatibility condition to hold for all t,
Typically, the conditional probability in the right-hand side does not depend on x t so that it can be written as P( y t&1 | x t&1 , %). In elementary coding theory it is shown how one can construct a prefix code such that the code length for any string x t differs from &log P(x t ) by not more than unity. Conversely, the code lengths of a prefix code satisfy the Kraft inequality and define a probability measure. This suggests the convenient convention to ignore the integer length requirement for a code length and identify &log P(x t ) with an (ideal) code length. Moreover, since densities define probabilities for quantized numbers we consider also classes of models defined by density functions f ( y n | x n , %), and with a harmless abuse of notations we call even their negative logarithms code lengths.
As we discussed in the Introduction the idea of stochastic complexity as the shortest code length of strings, relative to a class of models which is smaller than the set of all programs, is difficult to formalize. We seem to have only two options: Either we somehow or other specify exactly how the coding operations are to be restricted by the model class, in which case we could define it to be literally the shortest for every string, or we define a weaker probabilistic notion of being the shortest. The former way appears to be awkward, and even the latter turns out to be somewhat tricky, because instead of being the shortest for every string we can only ask for a code length which is the shortest for all``typical'' strings generated by almost all models in the class. In the past we suggested several formulas for the stochastic complexity, all of which can be shown to have the right asymptotic properties but which suffer from one or another defect for shorter strings. Such strings, after all, are the ones which we have to deal with in practice. In the following we offer a quite sharp formula, which in addition to having a powerful intuitive appeal also can be shown to have other properties not possessed by the earlier versions.
Given a class of parametric models
with k``free'' parameters, we define the stochastic complexity to be the negative logarithm of the density function
where % ( y n ) denotes the maximum likelihood estimate, and 0 is an open subset of the parameters such that the integral is finite. Such a probability measure has been studied by Davisson [3] and Shtarkov [17] in the universal coding literature for special models and data ranging over a finite set without an evaluation of the denominator. We shall give an accurate formula for the denominator in the general case, which, of course, is necessary for &log f (x n ) to be of any use as the stochastic complexity. The case where the data are of the type y n | x n is handled the same way. The density function in (2.2) has the particularly attractive property that it is invariant with respect to one-to-one parameterizations of the model class, which is not true of the earlier versions. Hence the stochastic complexity of a data string, relative to a class of models, indeed depends only on the data and the class and not on the particular way the models are specified.
Although (2.2) does not suggest any particular coding method one could try to construct a two-part code to approximate it. The first attempt is to encode the data with a code defined by the length function &log f (
is the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters quantized to a precision d, which we take as the center of a rectangle R d (% d ) of side length d. We then need to add to the code string for the data the parameter value used in encoded form. This preamble must be a prefix code so that the binary encoded parameter value of some length L(% d ) can be separated from the subsequent binary encoded data without a comma. We can then encode the data with the code length
This, however, is only a more or less crude approximation of the shortest code length. That (2.3) cannot provide the shortest code length is immediately seen, for once % d has been decoded from the preamble, we know that the subsequently encoded data must be such that the ML estimate % (x n ) falls within the equivalence class R d (% d ) and not outside. If we write
we can encode the data, including the parameter estimates, with the length
which is clearly shorter than the code length (2.3). We also see immediately that (2.5) is nonredundant in that 2
Because of its form (2.3) has caused a lot of confusion about the entire MDL principle. In fact, minimizing (2.3) over the number of parameters amounts to the Bayesian posterior maximization principle, but doing the same on (2.5) is something quite different. One may say that the MDL model among a finite number of alternatives is the best in terms of the code length for the data, while the posterior maximizing model is the most likely one. Clearly, the latter interpretation to be meaningful requires the awkward assumption that the models, i.e., hypotheses, themselves are outcomes of a random variable.
It is instructive to write (2.5) in the form
For model classes which are smooth, essentially, in the sense that the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters satisfy the central limit theorem, the probability P d (% d ) is given to an increasingly good approximation as n Ä by, Rissanen [15] ,
where |I(%)| denotes the Fisher information. Therefore, when the Fisher information has singularities the second term in (2.6) can be very large. To avoid this we can pick Q(% d ) proportional to the Fisher information. When this is done the code length (2.6) for d Ä 0 gives
where R n converges to zero as n grows. Moreover, the left-hand side is the maximum likelihood code length &log f (x n ). The exact conditions required for this to hold are listed in Rissanen [15] ; they include in addition to the central limit theorem twice differentiability of the likelihood function.
There are a number of ways to justify the code length (2.8) as the stochastic complexity of the string x n , given the model class M k . A rather strong one is provided by an extended coding theorem, Rissanen [10, 11] , which in broad terms states that no process g(x n ) exists whose mean code length &E % log g(x n ) is smaller than the mean of (2.8) by more than o(log n), except for % in a set of measure zero.
Here, E % denotes the mean taken with respect to the distribution f (x n | %). The same type of result is also true in f (x n | %)-probability unity. Other justifications are given in Rissanen [15] . We see that the first term in (2.8) is given by the Shannon information or complexity using the best model. It involves the other traditional information due to Fisher, which may be taken to measure the inherent complexity in the task of estimating the parameters. Notice, too, that unlike in the earlier two-part code lengths there is no longer any optimal precision for the parameters. Finally, we can extend the formula (2.8) for the larger model class k M k be adding the code length needed to encode the number of parameters k =k (x n ) that minimize (2.8). Accurate as the formula (2.8) is, it is still an asymptotic one and, perhaps, more importantly, we must be able to calculate the integral involved. For discrete alphabets this is not a big problem; for instance, for binary alphabets the maximum value of R n is about 0.674 (see Section 4). However, in general there are model classes for data ranging over the reals where the number of parameters is both large and the parameters are not``free'' in the sense that some of them can be expressed in terms of the others, or that they are nearly dependent. This occurs frequently in neural networks, for which it may be difficult to estimate the integral accurately. This is why the predictive code length criterion can be useful, which we give next in practically implementable form. For important applications of this criterion to determine the optimal size of neural nets we refer to Rissanen [14] and Lehtokangas et al. [6] .
Suppose we do the coding sequentially as follows: First, order the data set in any manner, unless already done, say as x 1 , x 2 , ..., x t , ..., x n . Next, subdivide the data into segments of length d, to be optimized. The reason for this is a startup problem arising when we must encode the early part of the sequence with help of parameters fitted to few data points. Encode the first d numbers x 1 , ..., x d any way agreed with the decoder, say by adjoining to the model class a special distribution f (x n | *), where * represents the empty parameter. Then, recursively, let % (x md ) denote the maximum likelihood estimate determined from the``past'' sequence x md for m 1, and encode the numbers in the next segment with help of the conditional distribution f ( x md+i | x md+i&1 , % ( x md )), i=1, ..., d, which can be calculated from the members of the model class. The resulting optimal code length for the data is then given by
& :
where % (x 0 )=*. Notice that in this predictive code length criterion there is no need to explicitly tell the decoder any parameter values, because they are calculated recursively by an algorithm assumed to be known to him. Neither is there any particular precision needed; the parameters may be calculated to the machine precision. However, when the model distributions are given in terms of density functions, such as the Gaussian, they should be converted into probabilities for the necessarily quantized observations. The precision evidently must be taken well higher than the estimates of the standard deviations.
As an important example of the predictive scheme we take the i.i.d. processes in a finite number of symbols, say i=1, ..., k. The free parameters are the first k&1 of the symbol probabilities p(i), i=1, ..., k. Take the conditional probabilities as follows, Krichevsky and Trofimov [5] :
where n i (x t ) denotes the number of times the symbol i occurs in x t . The resulting predictive code length for the sequence agrees with (2.8), which can be shown by an elaborate manipulation of the gamma function resulting from the product of the conditional probabilities (2.10). To evaluate the formula (2.8), the Fisher information is given by |I[ p(i)]|=1Â> k i=1 p(i), and the integral of its square root over the simplex defined by the free parameters is given by the Dirichlet's integral as ? kÂ2 Â1(kÂ2). All told, (2.8) now becomes
where n i =n i (x n ), and the first term is the entropy function defined by the maximum likelihood estimates n i Ân of the probabilities p(i).
This example also shows the advantage of formula (2.8) over the familiar one, where the conditional probabilities (2.10) are given by Laplace' rule of succession (n i (x t )+1)Â (t+k), and which gives the code length for the string as
The advantage is significant for strings where the ratio n 0 Ân is either close to zero or unity. The cost of this is the increase in the code length for other strings, which, however, is insignificant, because the number of such strings is overwhelmingly larger. This is just the same thing as making the probability of a few special strings significantly larger, which can be done by decreasing slightly the probabilities of the remaining strings.
In the extreme case n 0 =0 the model cost is all that remains, and (2.11) gives about 0.5 ln n while (2.12) has the model cost about twice as large. Similarly, for n 0 Ân=1Ân we get from (2.11) the length about 1.5 ln n while (2.12) gives the length about 2 ln n, again the difference coming from the greater model cost in (2.12) . This difference turns out to be significant in the design of MDL decision trees to be discussed in Section 4.
CONCEPT LEARNING
As stated in the Introduction, we view learning as being fundamentally the process of discovering constraints in the observed data. As suggested by Yamanishi [19] the relevant``concept'' of interest in learning theory is the conditional probability function P( y | x)=P( y, x)ÂP(x), induced by a joint distribution in the family, P=[(P( y, x) | %)], where y # Y and x # X, the former set finite. In many cases it also will be adequate to assume independence of the feature occurrences P(x n )=> n t=1 P(x t ) as well as the conditionals P( y n | x n )=> n t=1 P( y t | x t ), so that also P( y n , x n )= > n t=1 P( y t , x t ) holds. Such an assumption is well justified in the example below, but for the theory itself no such restriction is needed. In the general case, then, P( y n , x n )= > n t=1 P( y t , x t | y t&1 , x t&1 ). In the case of interest in this paper the constraints we wish to learn are expressed by a class of models P( y n | x n , %) for the data y n , when the feature data x n are given. Let L( y n | x n , P) denote the shortest code length of the sequence y n , given the feature data x n and the model class. This length generally is a composite of stochastic complexities (2.8), calculated for equivalence classes in the feature space, together with the code lengths needed to describe these classes themselves. We give an example of this procedure in Section 4. We can measure the amount of learning per observation, the learning rate, either by the difference
if the limit lim n Ä (1Ân) L( y n | x n , P)=\(P) exists, where P in P is the distribution that generates the data. Evidently, learning takes place as long as (1Ân) L( y n | x n , P) decreases. Hence, if the data are purely random so that no compression is possible, no learning takes place, which agrees with intuition: random strings have nothing to teach us. In the other extreme, algorithmically generated strings may be completely learnable in that we may discover the rule from a finite string. Strings in practice fall in between the two extremes, and learning never ends: The per symbol code length (1Ân) L( y n | x n , P) decreases forever with n to a nonzero limit.
A fundamental question is to estimate the optimal asymptotic rate of learning for each considered model class, when we assume that the data are generated either by some distribution in the class or, more generally, by some distribution which is a suitable limit of the distributions in the class. For parametric classes of models with k free parameters we already know the answer, Rissanen [10, 11] : The optimal asymptotic learning rate is (kÂ2n) log n. For a typical example of a``nonparametric'' model class the optimal learning rate was computed in Rissanen and Yu [13] .
DECISION TREES
The application of the MDL principle to the design of decision trees was first suggested by Wax while he was visiting IBM Research in 1988. The work resulted in a U.S. Patent, Rissanen and Wax [16] . The solution proposed was not quite complete, for the code length required to encode the optimal tree was ignored. Also, the complexities computed at the nodes were done by the formula (2.12). Somewhat later the problem was studied independently in Quinlan and Rivest [9] , who did include the tree cost in the total code length. However, the code lengths computed at the nodes were done in a manner which still amounts to the formula (2.12). It is of interest to note that the authors reported that the trees they computed in numerical examples were a little too small, because in a batch of test data slightly bigger trees performed better. This suggests that the model cost, which determines the pruning rule, was too high forcing the optimal tree to be too small. We found in the example in Section 2 that the code length (2.12) has twice the model cost of that resulting from the rule (2.10) for strings with symbol count ratios either small or large, with gradual increase to the common value as the count ratio approaches one half. As will be seen the purpose of the decision trees is to increase skewness of the symbol count ratios by conditioning, which implies a general tendency of reducing the model cost for the son nodes over that of the father node. The result of using (2.10) instead of (2.12) then is a trend towards an increase in the optimal tree size, which provides a striking explanation of the reported findings in Quinlan and Rivest [9] .
The optimal trees in the cited works were small, and they were found by direct comparison. We give here a tree pruning algorithm, originally described in Nohre [8] for binary trees to model Markov processes for data compression, which finds the MDL subtree starting with an arbitrarily large tree.
The data, also called the``training'' sample, consist of n pairs c(t), x(t) for t=1, 2, ..., n, where c(t), the class value of x t , takes values in the set 0, 1, ..., m&1, and x(t)= x 1 (t), ..., x k (t) are the values of k``features'' for the t th data item. The feature variables range over finite sets, say x i over the set A i . Each feature is associated with a rule which partitions the range of the feature into two subsets and provides a test for the feature values of the future data items. A simple example is a threshold a for a feature where the range is ordered and the subsets can be defined by comparing the feature value x i (t) with the threshold. The hope is that such partitioning would break up the class values into groups which are easier to predict or to encode with a shorter code length than before breaking. We also need to encode the rule itself, which in the case of the threshold amounts to L(a)=log |A i | bits. For the sake of simplicity we denote by a the rule and by L(a) its length regardless of the nature of the rule.
The most difficult problem in constructing decision trees is to decide in which order to test for the features, because of the exponentially large number of possible orders to be examined. Usually, the order is determined heuristically or by the``greedy'' algorithm, which first finds the best individual feature, say x (1) , with its optimal threshold a (1) so as to minimize the sum of the code lengths of the class values that fall in the two subsets, together with the code length for the threshold, say L(a (1) ). Then it finds the best partner, say x (2) with its optimal a (2) , and so on. We thus assume that the tests are made in a certain fixed order x M =x (1) , x (2) , ..., x (M) , where x (i) is one of the k features. Since we discuss only binary-valued thresholds or partitioning rules, the features in the list may repeat so that we can partition each range into as many equivalence classes as the greedy algorithm dictates.
The string x M , together with the training data, defines a tree T of some desired maximum depth D as follows: Put x (1) with its optimal threshold at the root, which partitions the class values in the training sample into two subsets. Then put x (2) (with its optimal threshold) at the left-most son node, x (3) at its left-most son node until x (D&1) features are assigned, which with the sons of the last created internal nodes define the first branch of the desired depth D. Continue building the tree in the order left-to-right, sons before siblings, until all the features with their thresholds are assigned, and we get a complete tree of maximum depth D with M internal nodes. Clearly, the leaves of any complete subtree partition the training sample. Let P T (1) denote the ratio of the number of internal nodes to the number of all nodes in this tree and put P T (0)=1&P T (1). In the more general case where each node has r branches, rather than just 2, the inverse of this ratio is given by r+1ÂM. If S denotes any subtree with N int internal nodes, then P S (1)=r+1ÂN int , or nearly the same as P T (1), except for very small subtrees.
Let s denote any node in the tree and n i (s) the number of occurrences of class i among the data items that``fall off '' from the node s; i.e., items whose feature values coincide with the path to the node s. Let n(s)= i n i (s). The stochastic complexity of the classes in this portion of the training sample, given the features defining s, is obtained from (2.11) as
where the logarithms are to the base 2, including those in the first term. Because in decision trees the subsets of the class sequences falling off a node may be small and``pure'', i.e., n 0 (s)Ân(s) equals 0 or 1, it is necessary to have either an accurate value for the term R n or an upper bound for it. We evaluated the logarithm of the denominator in (2.2) for binary strings for n ranging from 0 to 40, which showed R n to decrease monotonically from R 0 $0.67425 to R 40 $ 0.11915. Hence, replacing R n by the number 0.68 will ensure that formula (4.1) defines an adequate code length for every n in case of 2-value classes.
The pruning algorithm is applied to the tree T, built up from the training sample, where each internal node s is marked with its feature and its threshold a(s). In addition, all nodes have the counts n i (s) for i=0, 1, ..., m&1. Notice that for internal nodes n i (s)= j n i (sj), i=0, 1, ..., m&1, the sum over all sons sj of s. The algorithm consists of the steps: If the first element is smaller than or equal to the second, drop all the sons.
3. Continue until the root is reached.
For * denoting the root node, L(*) is the code length for the classes in the training sample, obtained with the subtree T *, defined by the nodes remaining in the tree T after the algorithm stops. The algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm, based on the fact that every subtree of the optimal subtree is optimal. The code length for the final subtree T* itself, defined by the increments log P T (0) and log P T (0), is given by L(T*)=&n int log P T (1)&n leaf log P T (0), (4.2) where n int and n leaf denote the number of internal nodes and leaves in T *, respectively. If we look at every possible training sample of size n, the optimal subtrees range over all subtrees of T, and (4.2) defines a probability for each, say S, by
The code length (4.2) differs from the optimal one by a constant which, however, is the same for all the subtrees. Therefore, the subtree T* is still optimal for each given training sample. As the final comment, the asymptotic optimality of the learning rate for this example follows from general results for related trees; see Weinberger et al. [20] .
